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Abstract: It can be observed nowadays that English is increasingly acting as a secondary means of 
national and cultural expression in different regions of the world. However, in connection with this 
there arises a problem of conveying the identity of some local culture through the means of the 
English language. Modern period can be called a period of globalization. As it is characterized by 
V.Kabakchi, globalization is now accompanied by “globanglization”, which makes it necessary for all 
non-English nations to use English in order to promote their cultures. Globalization made it essential 
for all nations, including Ukraine, to master international, therefore cross-cultural communication and 
to use Foreign-Culture-Oriented English. The article is devoted to the problem of rendering names of 
Orthodox churches and monasteries in English cross-cultural communication, including those situated 
in the Lower Danube region.  
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It can be observed nowadays that English is increasingly acting as a secondary 
means of national and cultural expression in different regions of the world. 
However, in connection with this there arises a problem of conveying the identity 
of some local culture through the means of the English language.   
Modern period can be called a period of globalization. As it is characterized by V. 
Kabakchi, globalization is now accompanied by “globalization”, which makes it 
necessary for all non-English nations to use English in order to promote their 
cultures. Globalization made it essential for all nations, including Ukraine, to 
master international, therefore cross-cultural communication and to use Foreign-
Culture-Oriented English.  
Foreign-Culture-Oriented English is a specialized variety of this language which is 
best studied by resorting to original native English descriptions of these cultures 
(Kabakchi, 2012, p. 812). If a nation strives to promote its culture and to reach for 
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a wider audience, it is to use English as the language of cross-cultural 
communication.  
The article is devoted to the problem of rendering names of Orthodox churches and 
monasteries in English cross-cultural communication, including those situated in 
the Low Danube region. Proper names that reflect the national culture and 
peculiarities of national mentality are paid special attention to in cross-cultural 
communication.  
The ways of translation of this layer of vocabulary were investigated by I.V. 
Korunets, V.V. Kabakchi, T.A.Kazakova and others. V.V. Kabakchi calls these 
vocabulary units xenonyms. Xenonyms are names of specific elements of the 
foreign culture in question. Translation of these names has always posed problems 
at practical level. Searching for an adequate translation is sometimes quite 
complicated because there are no universal reference books and many of the names 
of churches are not registered in dictionaries. One can come across different 
variants of rendering names of churches on the sites with tourist information. For 
example, “Церковь Cвятого Николая” in Vylkove, Ukraine can be translated with 
the help of transliteration “Church of St. Nikolai”, “the Nilolayevskaya church” or 
rendered in the Latinized manner “Church of St. Nikolas”. “Икона Казанской 
Богоматери” can be translated as “Kazan Mother of God” – 43500 Googles, “Our 
Lady of Kazan” – 77800 Googles, “Virgin of Kazan” – 104000 Googles.  
It is necessary to underline the fact that churches and religion perform an important 
role in individual lives as well as in the life of societies. A lot of European 
countries passionately debate issues related to identity and cultural heritage. 
Individual religious and cultural values are renewed and enriched through contact 
with the traditions of others. The world around us testifies to the fact that neither 
the development of the global market nor the factors of religious, ethnic and 
cultural diversity lose their relevance. Religion, being one of the basic components 
of social spiritual culture, concentrates on the global concept of humanity that 
determines the Genesis of both believers and unbelievers. 
It should be noted that in the practice of cross-cultural communication monasteries 
for men (мужские монастыри) are usually translated by the word “monastery”, 
e.g. Fortified Monastery of the Holy Virgin (Galați, Romania) or, less frequently, 
“abbey”, e.g. St. Mary and St. Moses Abbey, as well as by the word “community”, 
e.g.  Monastic Community of St. Silouan the Athonite; in the names of convents 
(женские монастыри) we only use the word “convent”, e.g. Holy Protection 
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Convent, Nativity of the Most Holy Mother of God Convent. A secluded dwelling 
of a hermit is called the “hermitage”. In the names of the hermitages, there is the 
word “skete” (“Pantanassa” Icon of the Mother of God male skete (Odessa, 
Ukraine); Nativity of Christ male skete (Odessa Region, Ukraine); Nativity of the 
Most Holy Mother of God female skete (Odessa region, Ukraine). In the names of 
monasteries  the word “panagia” can be used, which means “all-Holy”. Panagia 
(Gr. Παναγία — Holy) of the Church is an epithet of the virgin, and the type of 
icons of the blessed virgin Mary, also called Platytera (Gr. Πλατυτέρα) for example 
Panagia Vlahernon Greek Orthodox Monastery (Греческий православный 
монастырь Влахернской иконы Божией Матери). 
The names of Orthodox monasteries  and churches include: 
1) names of God: Holy Trinity Stavropighial Monastery, All-Merciful Saviour 
Monastery, Christ the Saviour Monastery; 
2) names of the Mother of God, Her icons and events from Her life: Holy 
Theotokos Monastery, Protecting Veil of the Theotokos Orthodox Community, 
Protection of the Theotokos Monastery, Protection of the Mother of God 
Monastery, Our Lady of Mercy Monastery, Dormition of the Mother of God 
Monastery, Most Holy of Mother of God Monastery, Protection of the Holy Virgin 
Monastery, Tikhvinskiy female convent; 
3) names of saints of the Orthodox church. These names are often a part of the 
pattern “Noun in the Common Case + (Adjective) + Noun”: St. Paul Skete, St 
Anthony Coptic Orthodox Monastery, St. Gregory Palamas Monastery, St. Barbara 
Monastery, St. Syncletike Monastery, St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Monastery, St. 
Michael Skete. One more widely used pattern is “Noun + of + Noun, Noun + of + 
Noun + Noun”: Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Orthodox Monastery of All 
Saints of North America, Monastery of St. John the Theologian, Monastery of St. 
Herman, St. John of Shanghai Monastery, St. Mary of Egypt Monastery. 
Sometimes the name of the saint is used in the Possessive Case in the structure 
“Noun in the Possessive case + (Adjective) + Noun”: St. Tikhon’s Orthodox 
Monastery, St John's Orthodox Church, St. Anthony’s Greek Orthodox Monastery; 
4) Biblical events, characters and feasts. In this case we can observe two patterns. 
The first one is an attributive structure “(Adjective) + Noun + Noun + Noun”: Holy 
Transfiguration Orthodox Monastery, Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, Holy 
Assumption Monastery, Ss. Mary and Martha Monastery, Holy Resurrection 
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Serbian Orthodox Skete, Holy Annunciation Orthodox Monastery. The second 
pattern to be used is the so-called  «of-phrase»: Monastery of the Four Evangelists, 
Monastery of the Holy Ascension, Hermitage of the Annunciation, the Church of 
the Transfiguration, Cathedral of the Dormition, the Church of the Ascension, 
Presentation of the Virgin Mary Monastery, Orthodox Monastery of the 
Transfiguration, Stavropegial Convent of the Dormition, Convent of the Nativity; 
5) names of icons: Our Lady of Vladimir Skete, New Kursk-Root Icon Hermitage, 
Skete of the Holy Virgin of Kazan. 
We studied various tourist guides and Internet sites to analyze the ways of 
rendering names of churches, monasteries and convents of the Low Danube region.  
They include the use of transliteration: Svyatonikolskaya church (Vylkove, 
Ukraine), Spaso-Preobrazhenskyi convent (village of Borysivka, Ukraine), the 
Convent of Svyato-Rozhdestvo-Bogorodichniy (between the Gagauz villages of 
Alexandrіvka and Dmitrivka, Ukraine), Uspenskaya church (Izmail, Ukraine), 
Nikolsky monastery (Izmail, Ukraine), Monastery of St. Troitsa (village of 
Ruzhintsi, Bulgaria).  Such way of translation gives an opportunity to be as close to 
the original as possible, though such translations are not always understandable for 
foreigners. That is why it is recommended to use the complex of parallel inclusion 
together with the transliterated counterpart: the church of Zhen-Mironosits (Myrrh-
Bearing Women), the Saint Troitsa (Holy Trinity) church. 
The graphics challenge of Orthodox xenonyms in the English texts is difficult to 
overestimate. For any religion the ultimate precision in writing any of its elements 
is considered to be absolutely necessary. It should be noted that this requirement is 
fully consistent with the specificity of formation of a dictionary of xenonyms in 
general, because it is a borrowing in the form of a transplant that can be considered 
the most accurate way of rendering this layer of vocabulary. However, 
considerations of accuracy when creating a xenonym, a religious one in particular, 
are sometimes in contradiction with the availability of the text in which the 
xenonym is used, as well as with the convenience of its use (Kabakchi, 2001, pp. 
11-12). 
V. Kabakchi distinguishes between formal and traditional transliteration. In the 
formal one the letters of the original idionym are meticulously substituted by the 
corresponding Latin letters, as in Спас Нерукотворный – Spas Nerukotvornyi. 
Traditional transcription is characterized by assimilation of the original word and 
its modification. Traditional xenonyms are a result of a complex historical process 
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of cross-cultural linguistic contacts (Kabakchi, 2001, p. 13). For example Sts. 
Constantine and Helen’s monastery (Izmail, Ukraine), Church of St. George, 
Church of St. Sergius of Radonezh.  
Names of saints are rendered by means of transliteration taking into account the 
spelling of them in the original language. “Дмитрий Солунский” in the name of a 
Bulgarian church is Dimitar (St. Dimitar Solunski Cathedral (Bulgaria)) and 
Dimitriy (church of Dimitriy Solunski (Kiliya, Ukraine)). But most of the names 
are ‘westernized’: Георгий Победоносец – St. George the Victorious, Архангел 
Михаил – Archangel Michael.  
Names of churches are often translated: церковь Сорока мучеников – Church of 
the Forty Martyrs in Veliko Tarnovo (Bulgaria), Свято-Воскресенский 
монастырь – Monastery of Holy Resurrection (Bulgaria), Свято-Троицкая 
церковь – the Holy Trinity Church, церковь Иоанна Богослова – the church of 
St.John the Theologian, Крестовоздвиженская церковь – the church of the 
Exaltation of the Holy Cross, Свято-Вознесенская церковь – Ascension church, 
церковь Святого Духа – the Holy Ghost church. However, there is not always a 
one-to-one correspondence in the process of translation of the religious names. For 
example, the word «Успение» can be rendered as “Dormition”, “Repose” or 
“Falling-Asleep”. “Церковь Николая Чудотворца” can be translated as church of 
Nicholas the Miracle-Maker or St. Nicolas Wondermaker Old Believers Church.  
Semi-calque is sometimes used while rendering the religious xenonyms: 
“Борисовский Спасо-Преображенский монастырь” – Borysivka Transfiguration 
Convent (Ukraine).  
«Богородица» is translated as the Virgin, the Mother of God, Ever-Virgin Mary, 
the All-Pure Virgin Mary, Theotokos, His Mother, All-Pure Virgin, the Unspotted, 
Our Pure Lady; “Cвятой Дух” – the Holy Ghost, the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete. So 
it is often a number of translation versions of the same church name that we come 
across on different sites: Покровский собор – the Intercession Cathedral or 
Pokrovsky Cathedral, Успенская церковь – Uspenskaya church, the Falling-
Asleep of the Mother of God church, the Dormition of the Virgin church.  
Nowadays the practice of using Foreign-Culture-Oriented English in describing 
orthodox culture is in a state of transition from full translation of names of 
churches, which was characteristic of the period up to the 1980s, to borrowing the 
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names in the manner of English or Italian culture. The following ways of 
translation can be used: 
1. the translation variant: The Cathedral of the Assumption;  
2. a borrowing: the Uspensky Cathedral, the Pokrovsky Cathedral; 
3. a parallel inclusion of the borrowing and its translation variant: the Church of the 
Resurrection of Christ (Khram Voskreseniya Khristova).  
Tourist guides often give additional information via the name of the church. They 
can specify that the church belongs to the community of Old Believers – the Old 
Believer Svyatonikolskaya Church, St. Nicolas Wondermaker Old Believers 
Church, Madonna Nativity Old Believers Church, Lipovanskaya church. The name 
of the church can also point to the location of it, e.g. the underground St. Nicolas 
church (Kiliya, Ukraine). In Bulgaria Archaeological Reserve of the “Rock 
Churches” near the village of Ivanovo includes the rock monastery of “St. Michael 
the Archangel”. It was one of the largest ecclesiastical and literary centres in 
Bulgaria during the 13th and 14th centuries. Well preserved frescoes in six 
churches and chapels are among the most precious achievements of Bulgarian 
medieval art. There are also the Ivanovo Rock-Hewn Churches in Bulgaria. The 
Albotin rock-hewn monastery Holy Resurrection is located between the villages of 
Gradets and Rabrovo. It was built in the 14th century in natural limestone caves 25 
meters above the river Topolovets.  
We can also see the identification of the nationality or origin of the founder of the 
church in some names, as, for example, in the name of a Romanian church in 
Galați – the Bulgarian Orthodox Church. Construction of the Bulgarian Orthodox 
Church of Saint Pantaleon began in 1861 under the guidance of Bulgarian National 
Revival figure Archimandrite Maxim Raykovich (1801–1874). 
Our research demonstrates that Foreign-Culture-Oriented English is still in the 
process of development, which depends on the intensity of cross-cultural contacts. 
Xenonyms denoting the names of Orthodox churches and monasteries are 
translated in different ways and this process needs monitoring and attention of 
linguists.  
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